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I

Henry James and The Ambassadors:

The Author's Vision

The moral development of Strether in The Ambassadors
is, as James says in the Preface,

lIa

process of vision. 1I

From beginning to end, it is not what happens in the novel
but how Strether sees it that provides James with a vehicle
for the lIdevelopment of extremes nl which show the pitfalls
of the moral and the aesthetic senses..

Strether's Ilprocess

of vision ll restricts the point of view in the novel to his
consciousness, and his return to America at the close of the
book resolves the series of perceptions..

James, while denying

the possibility of moral action between people, creates an
isolated character who, in realizing his own self-suff'iciency,
demonstrates that pure morality exists.

James points to

moral absolutes in the late novels, moral absolutes that are
held within one individual's consciousness and imagination.
In The Ambassadors this is largely achieved through a strict
form counterbalanced by continual use of antithetical elements ..
I1he novel, a technical tour de force, is the most unremitting
and pure expression of James's major thematic paradox:

lif~

as celebration and as tragedy of consciousness.
In a letter to Grace Norton in 1883, James asserts that
Ilconsciousness is an illimitable power .... though at times it

2

may seem to be all consciousness of misery,!1 and that 1l1ife"
is the most val,uable thing we know anything about. 1l2

His

efforts .at consoling Ms. Norton reveal his central and continuing conviction:

that there is something in life, no

matter how painful, that fascinates us.

Later in the letter

he advises her not to !lgeneralize too much in these sympathies
and tendernesses--remember that every life i$ a special problem ..... content yourself lIdth the terrible algebra of your own. ,,3
Like Proust, James was convinced of the terrible individuality
and isolation of each person; unlike Proust., he does not retreat to a satirical distance from life but remains attracted

to

the difficulties of living each life.
The novels and tales demonstrate this fascination; varieties

of individual experience are variations on one deeply-felt
theme:

the pain of individual complications in confronting

reality..

Elizabeth Stevenson aptly summarizes a movement

repeated throughout James's work:
There is a momentary illusion of power. The
splendour of insight has persuaded the will
that it, too" holds the scene in bondage. It
follows that the opposH;e movement, that of
contraction into the knowledge of things as
they are, convinces the hero of the fact of
the separateness of the world from himself.
Its persons and its objects are distinct
realities, not playthings of his fancy and his
will. The two movements, the bellows movement of expansion into a sense of glory and
the concraction into a sense of re~lity, make
the two hinges of the action ... !fhe quality of
mind which permits the hero to be so open to
the assault of the world to be so exposed, is
the quality that saves him. In the end it
floats him through disillusionment 4 and past
it to a clear seeing of the wnole.
'llhere is no redemption in James, but there is the cold comfort
of

lIa

clear seeing of the whole lT that follows the bellow5

movement within an intrinsically separate reality.

Know-

ledge does not cause the fallen state, but reveals our
mor"Gality, our sense that we do not 'lhold the scene in bond?-ge. fl
Marius Bewley's link between William James's pragmatism
and Henry James's thematic concerns is made more specific
in John Henry Raleigh's discussion of Henry James's view of
reality as the outcome of empiricist philosophy.

Bewley's

discussion emphasizes the proof of process in William's work,
quoting his assertion that "True ideas are those that we can
assimilate, validate, corroborate, and verify..
are tho~e we can not,,115

lj'alse ideas.

Bewley, while he points out the

variations of possibility as pragmatism twists appearances
into "new and convenient realities;6 does not mention the
corollary of terror and separateness..

Raleigh, on the other

hand, asserts that
if the basic element of man, the mental subsitance, is different from and independent of
all material substances, including its own
body, then it follow, that here alone a knowable real~ty exists.
Raleigh does not always emphasize the qualitative difference
between exterior and interior reality..

II/hile he asserts in-

herent ambiguity in human relations he overemphasizes the
pull towards reality.
Ambiguity in human relationships is likewise a
necessary implication of empirical philosophy.
If each mental substance is absolutely independent
of every other mental SUbstance and they are all
equal, they can
organized in no objective
fashion ••• I-Most of the characters 7 are engaged
in the never-changing, never-ending task of fi§uring out their inexplicable fellow creatures.
Raleigh's comparison of the Jamesian consciousness to the

4

centers on the sense impressions that

Lockean

are being taken in by the consciousness, but there is an
inner sense in J'ames of intuitive morality, a sense that compiles and assesses the experience presented to it.

When

Raleigh asserts that "finally, morality becomes purely aesthetic ,,9, he can be misinterpreted..

lillorali ty

purely aes-

thetic in that the aesthetic in empirical reality represents
a larger moral tputh, but frequently in James, and most particularly in The Amb

----------------

in exterior reality the aesthetic

forms a fixed surface that denies pure morality
fluidity.

s necessary

When Stevenson refers to the conflict between

IIsociety as an objective reality, and, in juxtaposition, the
making, shaping individual willI! she characterizes the
plosive elements of;LJames f s_7 mixture H

lI

ex...

that transform the

the empirically aesthetic into an inner imaginative moral
system. 10 The empirically aesthetic only re£resents morality,
only triggers the imaginative construction of a moral sense.
This division between what is exterior and what interior
is a division between what traps consciousness
it.

what liberates

The interior image is the true thing, although

ability

to create the image follows from empiricism and its limitations of the individual.

In the Prefaces, the fiction, and

\

the various critical writings, James does not draw up a
defined philosophical system, because he believes in a certain
ineffable mystery.

True understanding is imaginat

ltlise James would have been a philosopher..

other-

Instead, he found

that human attraction to the world, both its suffering

z

5
its joy, was continually qualified by
of the individual.

unshakeable isolation

fhe paradox is never resolved, the interest

is never abandoned, and the tension never relents.

Perhaps

James's most eloquent statement explicating his vision is
found in his review of Turgeniev in 1874.
Life is, in fact, a battle. On this point
optimists and pessimists agree. ~vil is
insolent and strong; beauty, enchanting but
rare; goodness, very apt to be weak; folly,
very apt to be defiant; wickedness, to carry
the day; imbeciles to be in great places;
people of sense in small; and mankind, generally, unhappy.. But the world, as it standS,
is no illusion, no phantasm, no evil dream of
night; vie can wake up to it again forever and
ever; we can neither forget it, nor deny it,
nor dispense with it.. We can welcome experience as it comes, and give it what it demands
in exchang~ for something which it is idle tb
call much or little, so long as it contributes
to swell the volume of consciousness. In this
there is mingled pain and delight, but over
the mysterious mixture there hovers a v!sible
rule, which bi~2 us learn to will and seek
to understand ..
In James I s vision, iunderstanding can only pierce the mystery
when it is imaginative, since the individual, although part
of humanity, is a stranger to the world before him..

He

exists in the world, but it is that which he does not find
consistently moral in the world which moves the imagination,
that which gives the consciousness tlvolume.1l
What, then, is the moral sense?

How specifically can

we codify the vague intuitive sense of decency that ultimately
separates the imagination's flights from the activity in
reality?

Both Alfred Habegger and Austin

~varren

flicting Series of high principles in James. 12

find a conHabegger,

however, begins to define for us some central precepts:

n

6

lIHenunciation" is an important and familiar
feature of this sensibility; yet renunciation
stands opposed to that eager questing for
1I1ife ll that distinguishes Isabel, Lambert
Strether, and many more Jamesian protagonists.
Another well-known aspect of James's ethical
sensibility is his hatred of the unpardonable
sin of treating i~ople as things, especially
as works of art.
Habegger also mentions the sense of reciprocity, whose 0PPosite is lithe

s,e~f-seeking

IJ
contract. II 14 l\ilorton Da"wen
Zabel

emphasizes the link to the spiritual, and the condemnation
of selfishness mentioned in Habegger:
The essence of mediocrity for James was selfishness) as the essence of baseness was treachery,
and the essence of failure a denial of the
spiritual capacity of 11f8-- of the wisdom that
comes through suffering or privation, the ful- 15
f111ment that comes through generosity and love.
The prerequisite for a moral vision in the Jamesian
world is a~knowledging the limitations of the world, and the
difficulty of living shared by all.
be

gener~lly

James's ,characters can

divided into two types: the active,

jud~ental

and unimaginative characters; and the observing, non-judf?Vmental
imaginative figures. 16 Action is incompatible with vision;
vision is "through imagination, which by very definition is
fluid, seeing all sides, continually moving, never finishing
its assessment of reality.

Action is inevitably done

another, transforming the recipient into an object.

As soon

as the world of empirical realities is entered through action,
both the individuality of
denied.

actor and the acted-upon is

'rhe simplest example of this truth is the long series

01' unhappy marriages in James, exemplified by Isabel Archer

and Osmond..

Isabel sees Osmond; Osmond does not see her, and

•

7
so acts on her and attempts to manipulate her..

fliIaisie, who

is the object of numerous manipulative actions, sees lIeverythingll ·and does no't; impose her will on anyone.

Although the

action/vision dichotomy is the basis for definition of morality
. in James,

~varren

and Habegger accurately assert the conflict

of principles and inconsistency of moral lavlls.

Since James,' s

primary conCern is the volume of reality presented, even the
most morally destructi Va characters in J'ames are so fully
presented that we underst,and why they must, intllvi tabl~, destroy ..
Destructive characters serve as foils, define antitheses.
Without confronting

blin~evil

manipulation in the world,

the characters irlho observe and imagine would not be able to
recognize the latent'powers of exploitation they themselvea
have, nor would they understand the limitations of the world
they live in, and the necessary restrictions of their own
desire to interact.
'lIne greatest device James uses to demonstrate the notion
of education by negative example, confrontation of antitheses,
is the international theme.

In the juxtaposition of American

and European culture each culture has the chance to reassess
its~lf,

both cultures containing positivtll and ntllgative aspects.

America is fundamentally characterized as vital and somewhat
simplistically moral, whereas Europe is rich with artistic
and cultural tradition but suffers from decadence and spiritual
lassitude.
In his essay on Hawthorne,) wri t't;en in 1879, James articulates the American transition from the period before the

8

Civil War to the era of political dominance following the
war.

B8fore the war, there is a benign innocenc8:
LAmerica t s_7 faith was a simple and uncritical
one, enlivened with an elem8nt of genial optimism, in trb.8 light of w.Jaich i't appeared that
the great American state was not as other human
institutions are, that a special Providence,
watched over it, that
would go on joyously
for.ver, and ,that a country whose vast and
blooming bosom offered a refuge to the strugglers
and the seekers of all the rest of the world,
17
must; come off easily, in the battle of the ages ..

The Civil War, however, changed the American consciousness,
as an element of moral sophistication and disillusionment
coincided with the beginnings of internationalism:
Their illusions were rudely dispelled, and they
saw the b.st of all possible r.publics giv.n
-over to fratricidal carnag..... Th. Civil War marks
an era in the history of the American mind. It
introduc.d into our national consciousness a
certain s.nse of proportion and relation, of
the worldb8ing a more complicat8d plac8 than
it had hitherto seemed, the future more treacherous, success more difficult...... Irhe good American,
in days to come, will be a more critical person
than his, complacent and confidenti grandfather ..
He has eaten of the tr8e of knowledge. He will
not, I think, be a sC8ptic, and still
SS, of
course, a: cynic; but he will be, without discredit for h±~ well-known capacity for action,
an observer,,"
James found frequently that America did not offer him enough
variety to be rich subject matter..

America's strong ethic

sense, codifying a set of rules of survival, first in the
rugged New Land and later in the symbolically fallen emerging
world power, was to Jam.s's mind somewhat rough-hewn..

In

a letter to William Dean Howells in 1880, he complain.d that
the subj.ct of Am.rica was intolerably infertile due to the
lack of "manner, customs, usages , habits, forms .... all thos._

9
things matured and est

lished Lupon whic1!7 a novelist lives .. 1119

Europe, on the otjher ha:t:l,d, James found rich in all

social

traditions which filled ~ut the surface of\manners the novelist
used to reach beyond the immediate..

The limitation with

Europe as sole subject was that it was, generally speaking,
empty of the energy of expansion that America represented,
devoted more to the tenuous necessity of the moment as it
became politically flnd economically drained ..
F.W. Dupee summarizes James's view of the relationship
both economically and symbolically as follows:
The America which, at the time of the uivil
the time, also, of his own coming of age-- had
guaranteed its industrial unity and at the srune
time withstood British interferenc., and tvhich
meanwhile-had been steadily growing in popUlation
and wealth, had finally come to figure is a world
power in the imperialist intensities of the turn
of the century.. As usual James got at political
fact through private symbolism.. He gauged America's
improved position in the world by the increasing
number of international marriages involving
Arnerican.millions and European titl.s .... se.ing
such marriages as entailing not only money but
20
dreams of cultural power and psychic rejuvenation.
In the earliest uses of the international theme, money quite
simply represents the necessity to meet the demands of living.
In ':[Ihe American Christopher
and rich, and the
th~ir

is vi tal, somewhat nai va,

llegardes are living on nothing but

ancestral title..

the late work:

i~ewman

'Fhe marriage theme cont;inues through

I"Iaggie and Adam Varver buy a matching set

of spouses in Europe, and Kate tries to force Dansher into
selling himself to Milly ..
Even in the middle period, however, James's use of the
theme becomes more sophisticated.

In Portrait of a Ladl,

10

Isab~l

Archer unwittingly "purchasesu Gilbert Osmond, who

is an American, but associated with Europe after having lived
in Italy for many years ~: Serena f/lerle I s transformation i'rom
exploiter to exploited is emphasized through the international
motif.

\llhen she dominates Isabel she is associated with

.c;urope, but when Isabel. realizes that Hadame Nerle has acted
destructively only out\of her betrayed love and loyalty to
Osmond, fJladame r'lerle returns to the United states..

Osmond;tc s

overwhelming aesthetic sense symbolically allies him to
Europe.

Isabel's inexperienced American moral sense does not

prevent her from being exploited..

Habegger's comment concerning

l1treating people as ,things, especially as works of artl1 is
pertinent here.

In general, the European immersion in the

aesthetic lends itself to the objectification of people.
especially when compounded with Europe's desperate grab for
the money it needs to sustain the level of cultural richness
it has grown accustomed to.

The opportunity for the ex-

ploitative rela-tionship to evolve is ideally provided for.
It is not restricted to the international setting, for in
"Washington Square II James shows that the desire t,\control
the lives of others without ttlinking is a universal human
quality.
Christof I,ifegelin, in
asserts that the handling of the international theme in
V{i!l-S:s of the Dove i::s more like James I s earlier use of the
theme..

~elin

connects the

theme of dominance and

-the..

the international setting when he describes/materialistic

11

European social life in Wings. The code of

~illy,

K~te,

and

Densher's setting recalls the ethics of Morris Townsend in
"Washington Square:"_IfA world in which conduct is governed
not by objective principle but by subjective interest. u21
Wegelin's comparison of the two late novels leads us into consideration of The Ambassadors:
both /The Ambassadors and Wings? show the exposure" of
American innocence to a knowing Europe, but with a different focus. While the Paris of the first represents
the beautiful order which results from a continuity of
social experience, the second is concerned with the corruption, the perversion of motives attendant upon the
process of refinement2~hen social organization becomes
subservient to greed.
In The

Ambassaq~

the aesthetic form attracts Strether but

proves to be a facade for exploitation wi thin the "virtuous
attachment." The international theme of the early novels is,
in one

sens~,

treated as cliche: Strether expects the young

wealthy American to be seduced by the wicked and beautiful
French woman, and Mrs. Newsome and Sarah Pocock think that Strether
has been morally seduced. Although money imagery pervades the
novel, its symbolic use is highly abstract, referring frequently
not to economic privation but spiritual poverty. Chad is not
avaricious, as Densher is in Wings, he_ is something much worse:
an insensitive self-seeking active agent, sheltered beneath
"beautiful order."
The international theme is further complicated by the simple
fact that Chad is an American, yet Chad has not
morally by his stay in

Europ~

tf~transformed

In fact, his sister a+so repre-

sents the manipulating fulness and imaginative emptiness of the
typical Jamesian manipulator. Perhaps for this reason, the positive

12

side of American values, which is an important element of Strether's
moral makeup, has been underestimated by critics. Austin Warren
/

sees the "New England conscience" as "the impersonal concept
of Duty ... a tyrant .•• rigid and all-searching. 1t23 The emphasis
James puts on Strether's admiration of Mrs. Newsome, especially
her "tribute to the ideal" and the forthright Waymarsh's "sacred
rage" is not only to cushion the blow of Strether's return to
America. Nor is it to prepare us for the impact of what Yvor
Winters sees as
Strether's ultimate scruple - to give up Maria Gostrey,
so that he mayQot seem in Woollett to have got anything
for L:iI;lself ••. lwhi~h7~ impresses me ve2~ strongly as a .
sac!lilCe of morallty to appearances.
Even before we look closely at the novel as a whole, it is importanat to recognize the twist that the international theme takes
within the novel. Austin Warren's comment that Strether's moral
growth is lithe development of conscience into consciousness" implies
continuity with change. 25 Strether discards the preconceptions
of the too-"full u and unshakeable Woollett world-view, but retains
the notion that exploitation, be it Mysterious French v·Toman
exploi ting Chad, or Chad exploiting }\1adame de Vionnet, is intolerable
and unjust. This moral conviction is an extension of Mrs. Newsome's
"tribute to the ideal, It. which Dupee summarizes emphasizing her
sense of the immorality of the robber barons who have bequeathed
her wealth:
Mrs. Newsome, whose ominous strength consists partly
in her large fortune, partly in the moralistic zeal,
the habit of good works, by which she tries to make up
for the money's having been acquired by her late husband 26
in the hard fashion of the old New England mnaufactuters.
James's description,in the 1900 "Project of the Novel," of the

Woollett Review, Strether and Mrs. Newsome's joint project, might
f~nal

be a capsule description of Strether's
/

moral situation:

"too good, too enlightened, to, succeed, but not, uncontestably,
to do good. 1I27
Bernard Richards, in an essay dealing primarily with the
idea of certain Jamesian protagonist, in the role of artist mangu§,
offers another ititeresting suggestion on the subject of American
continuity.in Strether and the necessity for him to be and to
!

remain, at heart, an American.
As originally conceived LIn James's "Project of the
Novel',1t Strethetihad a stauncher set of Puritan attitudes .
••. The Strether we know from the completed work is still
a PUritan in the American tradition, but shorn of
transcendental beliefs and moral rigidity, so that a
Puritan temperment remains, but little more. The facets
of effort, surrender, and abstention remain, but subservient to a private goal rather than a religious one.
The life of abstention and withdrawal means that one
is forced to develop inner reso~8ces and, to some extent,
create "countries of the mind."
Cerxainly, Strether's dl:inal decision is completely personal, made
for elevated, highly schematic moral reasons and recalls the sense
of decency and decisiveness that marked his rather exaggerated
I

literary ancestor, Christopher Newman, or even \llaymarsh' s
I

II

'sacred

rage,' a reliance on moral righteousness instead of worldliness.,,29
-

The final decision is not merely a return to American values,
but a reaasimilation of them as an internationalist, with the
Europeam sense of aethetics introduced. These two antitheses
balance their extremes in an understanding of the human condition.
In one sense, Lambert Strether is a symbol for the American "coming
of age" after the Civil War, the metaphorical process rendering
an historical fact spiritual, and a personal fact of immense weight.

The presence of the above convictions\and themes is unmistakeable, but there remaihs the troublesome question of execution.
Many critics ask: what life can there be in

work~

where the form

is so carefully composed, where division of action appears almost
mathematically thought out, itJhere diction and syntax become so
idiosyncratic as to be impermeable? Laurence Holland takes James
to task on this issue, citing evidence of intention in the critical
essays which emerges in the novels and tales:
The essays define an art in which form is prior to
subject, in which form becomes involved with moral
problems, not only because it treats given moral
issues but because it creates them in the very proDess
"of artistic manipulation, and in which "representation"
is founded not on imitation but on composition, sanstruction, expression, dramatic projection, analysis.
According to Holland, James's very style becomes an example of
the dominance and manipulation which the themes of his fiction·
condemn. Briefly making a point at the end of his study of the
comic sense in the early works, Richard Poirier says that to
beli·eve the conclusion to The Ambassadors
is to be willing to accept schematic resolutions rather
than dramatic resolutions. To prefer this is simply to
value the concrete and accumulated dramatic life less
than the ideas that can be deduced from them and less
than the ~~ftractions by which dramatic implication can
be evaded.
.
Barbara Hardy expands and clarifies Poirier's notion when she
writes that
Strether's education is, I suggest, made implausible
in the interests of consistency and completeness, and
verisimilitude has been sacrificed to the ruling idea.
The conclusion, down to the last detail, is a symmetrical
and final statement which takes is back to the beginnin§2
of the novel, but it is .•• more symmetrical than likely.
E.M. Forster commented in 1927 that The Ambassadors, "like

Thals, is in the

sha~e

of an hour-glass. Strether and Chad •••

change places, and it is the realization of· this that makes the
book so satisfying at the close.,,33 This construct has been toyed
with by critics, but not scrutinized closely enough to see
precisely vihat ramifications the analogy has wi thin the body of
the text. 34 Strether certainly prepares himself for a physical
journey home at the novel's close, but, as I hope to show later,
it is not an all levels a mere mirror resolution. Briefly, it
s~ems

to me that if Strether's final action completes the finely-

wrought surface of the plot of the novel, it is also a personal
decision and gesture. On one level the artifice of resolution
forms a self-conscious creation of symmetry ironically analogous
to the aesthetic surfaces he has learned to see beyond.
This ironic analogy is also present in the relationship
of author to text. The Preface to The Ambassadors discusses
explicitly'the relationship of art as artifice to art as representation; James not only was fully aware of the distinction, but
delighted in the assumption that his readers would also be aware
of it. He says, in the Preface:
Art deals with what we see .•.• But it has no soonAr
done this than
has to take aacount of the prpcess •.••
The expression, the literal squeezing-out of volume is
another affair--w~~h which the happy luck of mere finding
has little to do.
/
The refin~ment of the distinction between "what. we see"~~and "the
expression, the literal squeezing-out, of value" preoccupies James
throughout his critical writing. In the Preface to Roderick Hudson
James acknowledged that
really, universally, relations stop nowhere, and the
exquisite problem of the artist is eternallJ but to

r·

draw, by a geometry of his own, the circl~6within
which they shall happily appear to do so.
Hames's conviction that "consciousness is an illimitable
powel implies that experience, the interaction of empirical
reality and the imagination, is limitless in its possibilities.
One possibility is that the imagination at times intuits and
reveals the true reality lurking beyond the empirical surface.
The most famous assertion of this philosophy is in the 1884
"Art of Fiction" essay:
Experience is never limited, and it is never complete;
it is an immense sensibility, a kind of huge spider-web
of the finest silken threads suspended in the chamber
of consciousness, and catching every air-borne particle
in its tissue. It is the very atmosphere of the mind;
and when the mind is imaginative .•• it takes to itself
the faintest hints of life, ~t converts the very pulses
of the air into revelations.
"Value" is "revelation;" the ttteller of tales and the handler
of puppetsll reveals "the unseen and the occult" by various technical devices, among which are "foreshortening," carefully plotted
and controlled time-schemes; "the dramatic form,!! or "the scenic
form" which was opposed to "preparation, the fusion and synthesis
of picture.,,38These means led in The Ambassadors to the th.l:?ee
graces of "a splendid particular economy .•.• a large unity ••.•
i..an9,-.7 intensity. ,,39
Peter Brooks discusses James
and Balzac as "social melodram,
atists." The late novels most aptly fit Brooks's description of
"the melodra~tic imagination," they being excericises in what
Joel Porte describes as James's return to lithe extravagances of
symbolism and allegory,!! a development of the early romances
such as Roderick Hudson and The American, after the middle period
of "concern with the actual fabric of society,

r~presented

most

'T~

......

17

notably by The Princess Cassimassima. n4 0The elements of symbolism
and allegory, Brooks argues, provide a note of the occult,
gestures :w:ithin the world Lwhich_7 constantly refer
us to another, hyperbolic, parab04tc set of gestures
where ~fe and death are at stake.
Holland asserts that James was "splicing the conventions of the
novel of manners and the Gothic novel .•• LCreating7 the intimate
novel in English. n42 Brooks takes this notion further, distinr
guishing what, it seems to me, is a tone in James that is difficult to define:
The melodramatic imagination is, then, perhaps a, way
of perceiving and imaging the spiritual in a world
where there is no longer any clear idea of the sacred,
no generally accepted societal moral imperatives, where
the body of the ethical has oocomeasort of ~
absconditus, which must be sought for, posited, brought
into man's existence through eUercise of the spiritual
imagination .•.• a desperate effort to renew contact with
the sacred through the representation of fallen reality,
to insist that behind reality, hidden by it yet indicated
within it, there is a realm where large moral forces are
operativ~, where large choices of ways of being must
be made.
We can deduce from Brooks' discussion a corollary to the
relationship between the intuitive moral consciousness and empirical reality. The writer creates an artifical aesthetic form,
arranging reality to reveal Ita realm where large moral forces
are operative.1t James concerns himself with nebulous terms:
,

"economy, unity, and intensity;" his relationship to art is vaguely
described but precisely

~irected.

In The Ambassadors the aesthetic

forms, such as symmetry, use of paired OPPOSites, compression of
time in foreshortening, use of characters as foils, and methodical
d:hvisions within a single work, are part of his effort to recreate
with artifice, to transform the world so that it reflects the

seen world and reveals the unseen inner world of his own mmral
reality. The overriding irony of Strether's unawareness and
misapprehension lets James show both worlds at once. We can see
the world of Paris and probably allow' ourselves to draw conclusions
before Strether does, but, still, as Brooks notes, "the

r~pre

sented world is almost always being used metaphorically, as
sign of the occult moral world.,,44 This is James's method as
aultlhor, but the significance e1Ctends strangely to Strether, as
Brooks continues:
The way the world is represented becomes the very process
by which the moral occult is brought into existence,
postulated as a 45ue fact, the most important fact of
human existence.
Strether, as center of consciousness, interprets the world around
him. The individual fights against the cage of the empirical
world by re-creating it in his own inner image. For Strether, .
this image is one of intuitive morality. Aesthetic forms are
transparently and ironically artificial, a temporary means of
making the pain of tragic domination and exploitation emotionally
available to the reader, capturing the pain of the division between
the self and the world. The rarified complexities of the style
of the late novels allow the old artificer James to

ee~ercise

his conscious control in the creation of forms that extend in
several directions simultaneously, leitmotifs that struggle to
break the bonds of simple meaning, single reference. Control allows
a fluidity of expression producing an . ambigui ty only just under
control~

The intensifying element most difficult to define in James
rs the variety of use of leitmotif, image, symbol, metaphor,

elements infrequently mentioned in James's critical essays. In
the novels they form the complex, shimmering surface of perceived
reality, and form a counterpoint to the strict division into
Books and Chapters, the alternation of scene and preparation,
the 'forward movement of plot, and variou.s technical experiments,
as in The Awkward Age or \vhat Mftisie Knew. v.li th James, as 'tori th
any author, the words are the raw material of his art; through
the complex fluidity of his language James makes the novel "the
most independent, most elastic, most prodigious of literary forms. 1t46
v.lhat critics treasure in James is the development of large formal
technical devices, but the reach into the "occUlt and unseen" is
achieved by tone, and patterns of imagery determine· tone to.a
large extent. Although critics sometimes despair at the circuitous
paths of syntax and diction the late style is built on, we know
that by the time of writing The Ambassadors James was dictating
his novels and the spoken. quality of the sentences gives them
strong patterns of inflection that readers can follow. The
complexities of language enable James to express precisely the
ambiguities of perception's progress. The use of center of consciousness means that description of perception must be complicated and personal, each step of perception qualified until it
is as involved and as temporary as perception is in life. Varieties
of image mean that an object, even when clearly used as a descrip~ive

fact$ will carry with it the tones which the object

has accumulated in its symbolic or thematic use. The relation
of James's extension of objects into their th€matic association
is clearly a manifestation of the melodramatic imagination, where
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surfaces conjure up the moral universe that lies behind them.
The complications of trying to discuss James's imagery can
be shown by using an example from The Ambassadors. Starting with
the simple description of the lady in the glass cage who forms
a frame for

Ollie.

Book~,

Chapter

,we can see how delicate and amor-

phous the connections become, how one image can extend its flavor
and meaning to ideas and images that are seemingly unrelated. To
generalize: an image can be a simple stage property in a scene;
the

wo~an

sits in the glass cage because that is where she works.

The literal value becomes more complicated when the property is
used by a character who is involved with the center of the plot:
when·Chad stands on a balcony, it is not only to get some fresh
air and smoke a cigarette, but because his choice of the balcony
shows the reader that Chad enjoys the feeling of power and control
that comes to him as he looks over the city. Chad on the balcony
is very different from Mamie or Little Bilham on a balcony, but
the image is connected by the reader, and sometimes by Strether.
The connection serves both as repetition of image giving form
to the novel and contrast in comparison of characters.
In the example of the lady in the cage, there is an emblematic foreshadowing: the lady is an observer" protected by her
glass walls, which perhaps distort her'vision. She is also an
object of Strether's vision,which can also be distorted by the
glass walls which prevent contact between observer and observed.
The theme of seeing while protected from action is developed at
length in the course of the action, and this image is recalled
later when Strether observes, as through a glass wall, the "types"
in the audience at the London theatre. The woman's occupation,
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transmitting messages, is that of the professional ficelle and
clearly prefigures the entrance of Maria. At the same time there
is an ironic note: Maria's protection from life in her role
as doorkeeper to Europe is part of the

s~bol

of the glass cage.

R.W. Stallman's reading of the image gives us another alternative:
he says the lady symbolizes Illife fixed •••• She

~ersonifies

Mrs.

Newsome. ,,47 Although Stallman's reading suggests that there is
one meaning and one meaning only for the images in The Ambassadors,
is emphasized by the woman's presence,
certainly the guilt that Strether feels/both in his initial
contact with Maria and later when confronting WE+ymarsh, who stands
beside the woman' in the cage. The vmman f s function as transmitter
of messages begins the long series of references to the correspondence between Strether the ambassador and the Home Office at
Woollett.
In Stretheris eyes, the guilt-ridden association is, at
the moment of perception, the most significant one. Barbara Hardy
discusses obj'ects in James along these lines:
James manages, in fact, to combine
the significance
Qbjects hold for their character with the sense of
their objective significance. It is rather like the
way we make personal symbols in our own life, taking
the weather or the object of the happy or unhappy
coincidence in a way which confesses the arbitrariness
of our act of fanciful interpretation .•• the bulk of
James's generalization is done in this way, by scenes
rather than metaphors, or by scenes which provide a
literal source for metaphor at the same tiWS as preserving their immediacy and particularity.
An object's potential to refer to a meaning is

comp~icated

further by the varying meanings given by various characters.
The most obvious example of this in

th~

opening books of the

novel is the difference between Strether's and Waymarsh's views
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of Chester .. Strether is intrigued though somewhat bewildered
by the variety of sights and sounds.

~jaymarsh

has made his deci-

sion: Europe is evil, foreign, and an immoral distraction

fro~

American ideals and truth. The placement of center of consciousness
complicates the issue again; we see Waymarsh's attitude through
Strether's eyes. There is interest and intensity gained; Waymarsh
is a foil for Strether, and the contrast and comparison is emphasized by the combination in Strether's perception of simple
observation and a projection of possible self which is tinged
with guilt. James's characters have a tendency to create symbols
out of their environments in any case: Hardy cites the example
of Milly Theale in Regent's/Park. 49 On occasion the images will
slip out of their control; in Chapter 16 of The Wings of the Dove,
Densher and Kate create a metaphor out of their rendezvous in
the National Gallery which Milly's appearance changes, the author
taking the symbol the lovers have created and using it to prefigure the major conflict in the novel. In The Golden Bowl the
bowl beComes such an obvious image that no one, not even the
shopkeeper, seems to need to have the specifics of the situation
spelled out. The Ambassadors contains the constant tension that,
although we have a quiet mediator in the voice of the narrator,
we are primarily left adrift with Strether's highly sophisticated
and

compli~cated

confusions, constantly rea6h1ng out to the world

of facts and·events, constantly taking those facts and events
and transforming them.
Another level of approach is examination of the concrete
image that is used as an off-hand figure of speech, or the
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figure of speech that seems to balloon to enormous proportions
in the progress of a 'conversation. The lady in the glass cage is
obliquely echoed vlhen the familiar colloquialism, "X. is a
strange case,!! arises in conversation. James stretches language,
and the strange cases Strether encounters. are examined by him
as Waymarsh examines the items in the jeweller's showcase in
Chester, as objects are presented under glass in salons, or as
volumes in Parisian bookstalls are scrutinized. A single small
word evokes subtly,

pe~haps,

I'will admit, imperceptibly, the

issue of isolation of perceiver and perceived,' and the objectification of the thing under observation that, in the end, characterizes human relationships as well.
,

The ballooning of figures of speech strengthens this note.
Raleigh mentions that the problems under discussion are almost
without exception phYSically imaged, and that this gives us the
impression ,that ideas have the strength to be a series of sensory impressions the~selves.50The moment at which the imagination
transforms'objects is cloudy, and the rapidity of transformation
is justified by the unusual mental activity of the late style
characters. Raleigh also mentions that
, in most of the late works, one has the feeling that
in the center of the room, dominating all, as it shoots
its impressions out to the various mental substances
who drift around it, repulsed or attracted, is the sole
objective entity, the problem itse:lf. It is somewhat
like Locke's primary quality, whose natur~ the observer
arrives: at by a succ~rsion of sense impressions or
secondary qualities. '
Ian Watt's explication of the first paragraph of The Ambassadors
reinforces Raleigh's statement with specific examples. To begin
~~t

the beginning, Watt makes the point that the first words of
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the novel:"Strether's first question, when he reached the hotel,
was about his friend" has as its subject "question" rather than
"he, II which
has the effect of
and therefore the
eral perspective:
subjective rather

subordinating the particular actor,
particular act, to a much more genmental rather t~~n phYSical, and
than objective.

Watt asserts that "James's primary objective [is_7Strether's
mental and subjective state.,,53 The point of view and the imagery
that inevitably follows, is thereby focussed on the interaction
of the mind with the exterior world. The confusion and qualification of the language all follow. One of Watt's major generalizations is worth quoting in full, if only to demonstrate the unity
of purpose that fuses the method to the meaning of the novel. In
giving the language close examination, Watt reaches conclusions
based on his scrutiny of the very texture of the novel.
The defense of the Jamesian habit of mind must surely
be that what the human vision shares with that of animals
is presumably the perception of concrete images, not
the power to conceive universals: such was Aristotle's
notion of man's distinguishing capacity. The universals
of the present context are presumably the awareness that
behind every petty individual circumstance there ramifies
an endless network of general moral, social, and historical relations. Henry James's style can therefore be
seen as a supremely civilised effort to relate every
event and every moment of life t~4the full complexi;t:v;
of its circumambient conditions.
Only through the concretization of abstracts, the multiple extension of images in varying degrees and directions, overlaid with
the continual awareness of interpretation, can James begin to
capture the impossibility of living an{; imaginative life that is
fully in accord with the surrounding lives lived in accord with
their interpretations of reality.
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Then, in the Jamesian image, we have literal images which
represent characters by their use, and images that form groups
by literal association. An example of this is the tidal wave of
water images: Waymarsh's ndry depths," Strether's "dip for duty's
sake," Ivladame de Vionnet

It

crossing the stream" metaphorically in

Book SiX, as well as various persons in currents of motion, in
boats, literal and metaphoric, and currents of conversation. Then
there are the images that form. groups as they are organized by
the

function. Little Bilham on. Chad's balcony, the figures in

Gloriani's garden, and the actors on the stage are all thought
of as persons in an elevated aesthetic universe. The differentiations between these images emerge as Strether makes distinctions
between the values they

repres~nt.

The twists and metamorphoses

of images, determined by their emotional or interpretive context,
chart the path of Strether's attitude. Words and images are defined
in conversation, and they are sometimes misapprehended. For instance, the phrases "virtuous attachment,1t "freedom," and "good"
refer to different moral realities .as they are used by different speakers. Sometimes the discrepancy becomes evidenced in a
tug-of-war over wordS, but more frequently when they are used
assumptions. are never stated and so the words are misapprehended.
The largest groups of images in The Ambassadors are the water
series, the possession and meaEuring series, the series involved
with the motion of crossing a space and the arrival on the other
side, the Vision series which involves the glass cage as a place
where observation is ma'de, and the reference to pictures and
vistas as aesthetic wholes.

~here

is, of course, considerable
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overlapping, as I hope the

W~H!~~~:!:~:tJl.g.·Q.iS"cussion

of the lady

the glass cage demonstrated. It is just this overlapping that
preserves experience in its fluid and ambiguous state, and which
prevents the criti9 from making simple

single-ref~nce

symbols

out of t.he images in the late works. We can see beginnings of this
use of image in earlier works; Stevenson discusses Juliana's eye-

-,

shade in liThe Aspern Papers;', first published in 1888:
The relation of the prosaic green eyeshade to the
idea of the story is never stated. In fact, the theme
as s~ch is not elaborated. But the conjunction of the
action and the emblem acts to conve~5the idea straight
into the imagination of the reader.
In discussion of the novel as a whole, it is important to realize
that the effect of many among the continual stream of images have
a precise but indirect effect, emphasizing the wor1d beyond the
surface, the world of greater realities. Stretherts consciousness
is the primary means of entering this world. When Brooks emphasizes
the reach beyond simple perception, he comments that, in James
people's destinies and choices of life seem finally to
have little to do with practical realities of a situation, and much more to do with an intense drama in which
consciousness must ~~rge itself and assume the burden
oft moral sainthood.
James's drama in The Ambassadors is the drama of Stretherfs

per~

ception, as the Preface states, "his drama is to become, under
stress, the drama of discrimination.,,57 What I claim is that the
self-conscio',.·!s creation of symmetry at the novel's close is
ironic because it is Strether's creation of artifice in an attempt
to purge himself of thez.attraction to limiting aesthetic surfaces,
which arbitrarily organize a shifting reality. He· does this by
creating and controllip,g a symmetry and schematic justice whose
ambiguities and pain he knows completely. Strether's final under-
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standing is crowned with fabrication of a form, whose hidden
ramifica tions and moral references cannot be disguised 1.to
him.
)

By the use of a single center of consciousness James creates
\

a fictive world where the focus is on the passive perceiver.
James asserts ebulliently in the Preface that
It was immeasurable, the opportunity to ndo" a
man of imagination, for if there might nit be a
chance to ,"bite"L"into thickened motive and accumulated ~§aracter,1t into lif~7where in the world might
it be?
.
But Stre"ther is not only a vehicle for portraying the full volume
of life, he is the ideal non-active observer. In observing
through the moral activity of vision, he fulfills an entirely
moral and imaginative function.
The theatre image is central to the novel, creating a clear
symbol which distinguishes Jamesian morality. In a theatre, the
audience sees and' the actors attempt to act on the emotions and
thoughts. of audience. The actors are fixed with a static script
while the audienc.e is free to let their imagination experience
the play. The actors have a fixed and full sense o·f identity; the
audience sits in a darkened house,

each one in isolation, the

self undefined by action. As we will see, Strether is moral when
he is a member of the audience, but as soon as he enters the
world of action on stage he performs immoral and manipulative
actions. It is interesting to juxtapose with this image Henry
\.

Popkin's comment in his discussion of

.

If

The Two Theatres of HBnry

James:"
Although the sensitive observer Lthe center of consciousnes§7 may someti~~ guess wrong, he appreciates and
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interprets all the subtle acts and words that eluded
the gross sensibilities of the theatregoers for whom
James previously wrote. The individuals who view the
action ... are the perfect audience that existed only
in James's imagination. And the action they are watching,
the play they attend, is always an ideal drama, a drama
so ric~ and so subtle that James never dared offer it
to the Philistines of the pit. ~~ is performed by actors
who are created by imagination. .
Strether is the idE;al observer, perceptive enough to transform through imagination, focussing the novel on the issue of
how one absorbs the data of the empirical world. With such an
observer James had the opportunity to create a world where the
march of events becomes secondary to the reaction to those events.
Strether is only obliquely a part.icipant, blilt he is an interested
attendant at the play, so that pulses of air are precisely what
become revelations. Comparing Strether with characters like Densher,
Milly, or Maggie, we can see that James loses dramatic possibilities by making Strethr occupy a role that is primarily outside
of the center of action. But what is gained thematically is the
primacy of the

i~ner

conflict, a heightened sense of responsibility

even when action is minimal, and the development of James' continual interest in the pOSition of middleman. As generally passive
middleman, Strether brings to focus within himself the conflicts
in the novel, at times mirroring certain characterisitics of
other figures: Waymarsh, Chad, Maria Gostrey, Little Bilham.
,

As center of consciousness, he brings the reader into the process
of analysis. 'fhe presence of a narrator, unobtrusive though he
is, allows the reader a certair¥istance from the center of consciousness, and allows James a latitude of expression. By giving
the reader qistance, the question of reliability of the narrator
does not arise, and Strether's misapprehension does not become
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confused with the ability of artifice to mislead. In The Ambassadors James was not so much concerned with the malicious or
"

clever arrangement of reality for personal purposes t which appears in liThe Aspern ,Papers"

a~1d

liThe Turn of the Screw." He

was concerned 1-lith the reaction of a man honestly confused by
the appearance of reality and whose understanding of reality
transforms surfaces into representations of a morality that
exists only in his imagination. The sense of the melodramatic
imagination intensifies the reader's relation to the plot. The
schematic ending that POiTier points to is entirely prepared
for by the use of refined center of consciousness and the referential quality of image, while the fluidity of image balances
and fills out the aesthetic form that is completed. In the following pages I hope to demonstrate this by looking closely at the
text, following Strether's moral development through the novel.
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